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Wasting, kwashiorkor and stunting are not usually due to either protein or energy deficiency. Treatment based upon this
concept results in high mortality rates, and failure of treated children to return physiologically to normal. They become
relatively obese with insufficient lean tissue. Preventive strategies have also failed. Wasting and stunting are primarily due
to deficiency of type II nutrients and kwashiorkor probably due to deficiency of several type I nutrients that confer
resistance to oxidative stress. Modern dietary treatments are based upon the F75 formula whilst the child is sick without
an appetite, followed by F100 for rapid gain of weight. Derivative, ready-to-use therapeutic foods (RUTF) allow treatment
of large numbers of children at home, are preferred by mothers and dramatically improve coverage. Children are
indentified by screening in the community and treated before complications arise, using simple protocols.
Successful treatment of the sick children with severe malnutrition not only depends upon these products, but
appropriate management of complications. The physiology of the malnourished child is completely different from the
normal child and many drugs and treatments that are safe in children with normal physiology are fatal for the malnourished
child. In particular, the diagnosis and management of diarrhea and dehydration is different in the malnourished child.
Giving standard treatment frequently leads to circulatory overload and death from heart failure.
The challenge now is to find successful local ways to prevent malnutrition and achieve nutritional security. Until
prevention works, we have to rely on fortified foods for treatment and convalescence from illness.
Key words: F100, Malnutrition, RUTF, Therapy, Treatment.
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that cannot be adequately resisted because of the
physiological and immunological changes.

he treatment of severe malnutrition has
been dominated by concepts of its
etiology. Recently these concepts have
changed dramatically. Instead of
administering abundant protein and energy and
treating the complications as one would do in a
normal child, the pathophysiological changes and
detailed studies of the metabolism of individual
nutrients have been used to formulate diets and
guidelines for the management of severe malnutrition and its complications. This has resulted in a
dramatic fall in case fatality rates. It should be
emphasized that nearly all physiological, biochemical and immunological systems in the body are
changed in the malnourished individual. This is
brought about by a mixture of reductive adaptation to
the inadequate intake, nutritional imbalance and
deficiency of specific nutrients and to the resulting
effects of infection and other environmental stresses
INDIAN PEDIATRICS

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Malnutrition has been recognized for millennia as
being due to a shortage of food. Ancel Keys lists
many of the famines recorded in history(1) which
disappeared when the normal diet of the population
returned. Kwashiorkor as a separate entity was
recognized early in Latin America and called “multideficiency syndrome”(2) and in Europe as “flour
dystrophy”(3). Later it was described from Africa by
Cecile Williams in the English literature(4-6), given
the name kwashiorkor, and recorded as responding
to milk. After a brief argument whether this was a
form of pellagra(7) most experts accepted that the
cause was protein deficiency(8-11), a view that has
persisted(12) particularly among those who invested
their life’s work investigating protein metabolism
667
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and deficiency on the basis that it would illuminate
kwashiorkor.

restriction of protein in the diet of malnourished
children. In Somalia mortality fell when protein was
restricted in the diets of severely malnourished adult
patients(28) (mortality on high and moderate protein
diets – edematous 51% vs 25%, P<0.05, marasmic
22% vs 13%, P = 0.08). There then developed the
concept of kwashiorkor being due to a lack of
antioxidant nutrients(29,30), a hypothesis which has
not been confirmed by intervention trials(31) despite
evidence of oxidative damage in the same
population(32).

Marasmus was thought to be due to energy
deficiency as failure to give sufficient energy always
leads to weight loss and dietary surveys showed a
low energy intake in marasmic children. Starvation
was studied extensively during and after the Second
World War(1) and the etiology assumed to apply to
marasmic children. This led to the treatment of all
types of malnutrition with high-protein, high-energy
diets and the naming of these forms of malnutrition
as first protein-calorie malnutrition and then proteinenergy malnutrition (which is still the Index Medicus
and International Classification of Diseases
nomenclature).

It is incontrovertible that if sufficient food is not
taken, for whatever reason, the child will lose weight
and become marasmic. This was interpreted as
energy deficiency and the treatment response was to
give additional energy in the diet. Furthermore,
metabolic studies showed that wasted children’s
rates of weight gain were closely related to their
energy intake. For this reason, the energy density of
the diets was increased by the addition of lipid (3335) to limits where water deficiency and hypernatraemic dehydration were real possibilities. The
reason for the decreased energy intake could of
course be starvation, and it is notable that those that
get marasmus are almost always dependent upon
others for food: infants and children, prisoners, the
elderly, infirm, mentally ill and indigent.

PROTEIN AND ENERGY DEFICIENCY
The first real attack on the protein deficiency theory
of kwashiorkor came from Gopalan(13) where he
found that the antecedent diets of children with
kwashiorkor and marasmus were not different in
terms of protein, a finding that has since been
confirmed(14,15). Shrikantia then ascribed the
edema of kwashiorkor to the antidiuretic effects of
ferritin, which he found elevated in edematous
malnutrition(16,17). This seminal work was
discounted internationally because the paper was not
in a peer reviewed journal and the electrolyte pattern
did not usually accord with an antidiuretic effect.
Importantly, there was no alternative paradigm at
that time so that the protein hypothesis was not
abandoned.

APPETITE
One of the clinical features of nearly all
malnourished children is a loss of appetite and a
flattening of affect. It does not take much of a
reduction in appetite to cause a loss of weight. Thus,
if body tissue requires 5 kcal to synthesize one gram
of tissue(36), and a similar shortfall in intake will
cause a loss of one gram of tissue, then a child whose
energy requirement for maintenance is 100 kcal/kg/
d, but takes only 90 kcal/kg/d, to give a shortfall of
10 kcal/kg/d, will lose 2 g/kg/d. In 10 days the child
will lose 2% of body weight and in 3 months 20% of
body weight to be classified as malnourished
(assuming no metabolic adaptation).

The next advance was to show that children
could lose all their edema without a change in plasma
albumin level(18) and that protein intake was not
associated with rates of recovery(19). Furthermore,
the high ferritin values found by Srikantia were also
confirmed(20). These children have liver dysfunction with reduced levels of amino acid
metabolizing enzymes and abnormal urinary
metabolites(21-27). One would not give high levels
of protein to a child with an inborn error of aminoacid metabolism. It is unfortunate that the studies of
the livers of malnourished children, showing similar
defects, albeit acquired, should not have been
translated into clinical practice and led to the
INDIAN PEDIATRICS

Appetite is a measure of metabolic wellbeing. It
is particularly disturbed with liver dysfunction,
during the metabolic response to infection(37) and
with deficiency of certain essential nutrients. During
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these conditions, loss of appetite is the main reason
for weight loss(37,38); with infection, during
convalescence with a good diet there is an increased
appetite and regain of lost weight(39). The studies
that show a relationship between infection and
malnutrition are cross-sectional statistical analyses –
this effect is not seen with longitudinal studies where
under normal circumstances acute infection does not
result in wasting(40,41) after convalescence.
Provision of improved sanitation, although it
prevents diarrhea has no effect on malnutrition
prevalence(42); some reviews that suggest the
opposite are highly critical of any study that does not
show a positive effect and exclude negative studies
on methodological grounds whereas positive studies
are viewed less stringently(41,43). Even policies
such as hand washing, for which there is no evidence
that it will prevent malnutrition, are vigorously
promoted over nearly all other interventions to
provide the at-risk child with wholesome food or
promote nutritional security with higher quality diets
(44). Biased and inappropriate analysis is common
when considering the causes of malnutrition.

poor then when weight is lost from an infection,
there will be insufficient type II nutrient density to
allow for catch-up growth during convalescence.
Zinc is frequently the limiting type II nutrient,
although not always(52); the effect of zinc on
convalescence from diarrhea, now a world-wide
WHO promoted intervention, is simply a specific
example of a general phenomenon. There has to be
sufficient and the right balance of type II nutrients in
the diet to promote convalescence. If the diets were
adequate there would be no requirement for zinc
supplements for the recovering child. Perhaps the
supplement should contain all the type II nutrients in
balance and be given to all children after an acute
weight loss.

One of the most potent causes of loss of appetite
in all experimental animals is a dietary imbalance of
certain nutrients, and malnourished children given
traditional weaning foods normally have a reduced
appetite(37,45). If diminution of appetite is due to
deficiency of a specific nutrient in the habitual diet
of the children, then dietary surveys will indeed
show that they have a reduced energy intake, but this
will not be due to energy deficiency and not be
corrected by giving additional energy in the form of
carbohydrate or lipid. It will only be cured by giving
the specific nutrients that are missing in the habitual
diet that cause the loss of appetite. A good example
comes from the relatively affluent USA, the
appetites of children given zinc supplements
improved and they started to catch up in height(46).
From these realizations, the theory of type I
(functional nutrients) and type II nutrients was
generated(47-50). The implication is that if protein
deficiency is involved in malnutrition the clinical
expression will be marasmus and not kwashiorkor,
however other type II nutrients, such as zinc,
phosphorus or magnesium are likely to become
limiting in the diet before protein(51). If the diet is

Based upon the protein-energy deficiency
theories, diets were devised and tested in large scale
trials. They either failed to prevent malnutrition of
all sorts, or had a marginal effect. An influential
review of these programs(53) led to disillusionment
with “food” shortage as a cause of malnutrition, and
the focus switched to infection as the primary cause,
a view which persists to this day(44) particularly
among medical doctors who study infectious disease
in detail during training, but have little
understanding of nutrition. This led to massive
investment in water and sanitation programs.
Although improved sanitation prevents mortality
and morbidity from water-borne infection, it does
not prevent stunting, wasting or edematous
malnutrition any more than the trials of improving
diets in protein and energy.

INDIAN PEDIATRICS

If kwashiorkor is not due to protein deficiency
and marasmus is not usually due to energy
deficiency, then the name “protein-energy
malnutrition” gives quite the wrong message and
leads to inappropriate treatment of the malnourished
individual. This nomenclature has not only led to
quite inappropriate policy decisions but also
probably led to deaths.

The other concept, to which many non-medical
personnel subscribe, is that poor mothers are
ignorant and that education is the main intervention
required. This is reminiscent of the apocryphal
remark ascribed to Mari-Antoinette before the
French revolution when the poor could not find
669
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bread: “Let them eat cake”. The poor are experts at
surviving on very meager resources; very few
privileged people, who make decisions on behalf of
the poor, would survive if they found themselves
impoverished to the degree where the poor survive
with few prospects and incredible monotony.
Undoubtedly, poverty is closely associated with
malnutrition and the interventions that consistently
impact upon malnutrition are those that increase
disposable income; even the successful water
programs can be interpreted as increasing harvests
and thus income. It is wrong to blame the mothers for
being poor. With increased income the diet is
diversified so that with a variety of foods the risk of
deficiency of an essential nutrient is minimized.

much higher
settings(55).

in

typical

clinical

For physiological studies, it was common
practice to compare the results of the child when
malnourished with the same child after recovery, to
avoid problems of inter-individual variability in
response. Even though the abnormalities improved
during treatment(56) they usually did not return to
those seen in normal children. For example, renal
concentrating ability remained severely compromised(57,58) and glucose intolerance and insulin
secretion remained abnormal(59). Their body
composition was also abnormal with much greater
accumulation of adipose tissue than lean
tissue(60,61); this was confirmed in Peru where
nitrogen balance studies showed almost no nitrogen
retention on such a diet(62). These are all profound
abnormalities that had not recovered on the diets that
were given at the time. The persistent abnormalities
were ascribed to damage caused by severe
malnutrition and not amenable to treatment.
Clinicians were satisfied because the children gained
weight to reach normal values and physiological
assessment is rarely conducted and such
abnormalities are not clinically apparent.

POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM
Potassium and magnesium have been found to be
essential for treatment of the malnourished for at
least 50 years. The tissues are grossly depleted in
these elements and there is a strongly positive
balance during recovery [see references in Golden
2009(36)]. Diets of dried skimmed milk, sugar, oil,
potassium and magnesium (so called “high energy
milk”) have been the mainstay of the diets used to
treat severe malnutrition from the 1960s until
recently.

As zinc was thought to be the limiting nutrient in
the diet at that time, we gave zinc to previously
malnourished children who had recovered to the
median weight-for-height. We observed a significant
increase in the size of their thymus glands(63),
increased skin delayed hypersensitivity response(64), stimulation of the sodium pump and
correction of their intracellular electrolyte concentrations(65) and increased muscle instead of adipose
tissue synthesis(66, 67). The results obtained with
additional zinc showed that the persistent pathology
was not due to irreversible changes of malnutrition,
but due to inadequacies of the treatment at that time:
at least zinc was required in the diets. However, once
zinc was provided, the next limiting type II nutrient
could restrict full recovery.

Despite criticism(54) more than 20 years ago,
most relief foods, such as CSB, UNIMIX and
indigenous complementary and low-cost foods for
infants and young children, including Indiamix, still
do not contain any added potassium or magnesium. It
would appear that it can take 50 years for scientific
work to leave the shelf of the library and affect
programs, particularly when the current concepts
and teaching of the etiology and pathogenesis of
malnutrition are at variance with the proposed
intervention.
QUALITY OF RECOVERY ON OLDER DIETS
Numerous studies were done on children recovering
on high-energy milk diets in the units researching
malnutrition. Clinically the children recovered well
with rates of weight gain of 1% to 2% of body weight
per day; they reached the median of the growth
standards weight-for-height. There remained about
10% mortality in the best centers of the world and a
INDIAN PEDIATRICS

mortality

THE F100 DIET AND DERIVATIVE FOODS
With the development of the type I, type II
classification of the essential nutrients(47), we
examined balance studies and tissue concentrations
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of all the type II nutrients and used a factorial
approach to design a diet that would provide all the
building blocks for resynthesis of normal body
tissues. This diet was tested and found to return body
composition and metabolites to normal(68).

promotes growth and development(36) to populations at very high risk of famine has led to
prevention of severe and moderate malnutrition and
prevention of stunting(81,82) and a very high
acceptability among the beneficiary population. Of
critical importance, during these studies there was no
education campaign and no change in public health
services, sanitation or water supply. The provision of
the supplementary food was the only intervention.
Provision of such spreads do not undermine
breastfeeding practices(83).

The diet (F100) was then used by the agency
Action Contra le Faim in emergency settings in
Africa and found to promote rapid recovery of the
children(69). It was incorporated into a protocol for
the management of severe malnutrition(50). This
protocol was offered to the World Health
Organization for their consideration in 1992. WHO
organized its review and verification which found
that it lowered mortality rates substantially(70), and
it was adapted and published independently by the
reviewers of the manuscript used by WHO(71). It
was adopted formally by WHO in 1999(72) and has
given rise to several derivative works.

However, this approach is relatively expensive
and not sustainable and should only be used in
situations with an alarming prevalence of
malnutrition or impending famine. These studies do
not give a practical solution to the massive problem
of malnutrition in stable situations, where up to half
the children of the world are chronically
malnourished and half of all deaths have malnutrition as the underlying cause. The importance of the
findings is the vindication of the concept that
wasting and stunting are not primarily due to either
lack of care or responsibility by the mothers on the
one hand or poor sanitation and hygiene on the other
hand. Neither is malnutrition usually due to energy
deficiency, even, perhaps surprisingly, in situations
of acute food shortage. These results also confirm
the importance of the type I, type II classification of
the essential nutrients and re-establish the lack of
adequate wholesome food which contains
appropriate amounts of all the essential nutrients at
the center of the etiology of malnutrition. We can
now understand why concentration on protein and
energy and equating adequate “food” supply (which
usually means a cereal and pulse) with adequate
provision of all essential nutrients failed(53) and
why the massive investment in water, sanitation,
public health and education programs have
addressed many problems, but have failed to address
the problem of malnutrition. When families have
more disposable income they increase the quality of
their diets, as exemplified by diversifying their diets
and taking more animal foods, which are associated
with a low prevalence of malnutrition(84-88).

Because F100 is a liquid milk-based diet, it had to
be used in health facilities to prevent misuse. In
many settings it is not possible for mothers to leave
their families for extended periods or to travel long
distances. Home treatment is by far the best option
and has been tried successfully for children after the
first phase of management(73,74) in stable
countries. However, in most situations we did not
have a suitable safe recovery diet to use at home. A
lipid-based, anhydrous version of F100 was
developed as a paste(75). Termed, ready-to-use
therapeutic food (RUTF), it has since undergone
extensive trials and protocols have been adapted to
incorporate both in and outpatient management of
the severely malnourished(76,77). This has been a
major advance. Before a limited number of children
were kept in hospitals and treated mainly by doctors
who did not properly understand malnutrition using
relatively complicated protocols that were difficult
to apply; there remained a high mortality(78). Now
hundreds of thousands of children are treated,
between 80% and 90% at home using simple
protocols(79,80).
The type I, type II concept has since spread to the
treatment of moderately malnourished children and
to the prevention of wasting and stunting. The use of
relatively small amounts of fortified foods that
contain all the essential nutrients in a balance that
INDIAN PEDIATRICS

THE FIRST PHASE OF TREATMENT
When severely wasted or edematous children are
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first admitted, they have changes in all their
physiological processes, compromised liver, renal
and intestinal function and frequently have
infections, small bowel bacterial overgrowth and
very poor appetites. The F100 diet is not appropriate.

rehydration fluids of all kinds. These changes are
incorporated into more modern protocols(76,77). On
the other hand, there is undue emphasis in the WHO
protocol on some aspects of treatment, which
consume staff time, make the implementation
difficult and divert attention from those provisions
which are important to prevent mortality. The new
protocol for malnutrition has resulted in a further fall
in mortality for in-patients to less than 5%.

A second diet was devised based upon the known
physiological changes that occur in the most severe
cases. It was designed not to allow growth, to have
very low levels of sodium, protein and iron,
abundant potassium, magnesium, zinc, the type I
nutrients and be more easily absorbed by patients
with compromised intestinal function. Phosphorus is
the limiting nutrient in F75. It was initially called FTS standing for formula for toxic shock; this was
later changed to F75. It should be emphasized that
this formula is quite distinct in its composition from
F100; it is not simply a dilute form of F100. On this
diet the children lose their edema, resynthesise their
enzymatic machinery and their physiology starts to
return to normal. The children signal the start of their
recovery by regaining their appetites.

MODERATE MALNUTRITION
The changing definitions of severe and moderate
malnutrition means that many of the older studies
classified what we now consider being moderate
malnutrition as severe. These children share many of
the changes seen in severe malnutrition, albeit often
in a milder form (36). The success of treatment of the
severely malnourished led us to attempt to improve
the food given in supplementary feeding programs as
well, largely because there have been such poor
results with fortified corn-soy-blends (CSB). We
developed a new diet formulation (GBG1) and first
tested it in Rwanda just after the genocide. The
results of a wet feeding program are shown in Table
I. On the new diet very few mothers abandoned the
program, whereas with the old diet defaulting was a
major problem; the beneficiaries voted with their
feet and stayed away because they could not see the
benefit for the child and attendance have opportunity
costs for the family. The rate of weight gain on the
CSB was 1.2 g/kg/d and on the GBG 5.1 g/kg/d. This
is higher than that achieved with many of the current
programs using much more expensive lipid based
spreads.

The WHO (1999) protocol and it’s antecedents
introduced a lower sodium, higher potassium
solution for the management of dehydration. This
was based upon the changes in body electrolytes
with a reduction of the sodium pump, an increase in
intra-cellular sodium and reduction in intracellular
potassium(89-91). During treatment the sodium
pump is stimulated, large amounts of intracellular
sodium comes out of the cells, potassium enters the
cells, the circulating blood volume increases and the
hemoglobin drops from dilutional anemia. The
children are at risk of acute heart failure(92-96) and
sudden death(97).

We were encouraged by the results and
established a factory in Nairobi, Kenya to
manufacture food to the GBG formulation. The
factory used the same mineral-vitamin mix but used
whole soya beans and maize whereas the first study
had used dehulled soya and oat flour; the ingredients
for the first diet was roasted and in the second were
extrusion cooked. The Kenyan product was tested in
a refugee camp in Northern Uganda in 1995 and
failed to show any difference compared with

During a major evaluation of the application of
the drafts of the WHO protocol(98) in 23 centers in
Africa, it was found that most children who died had
gained weight shortly before they died; this was
interpreted as being due to positive fluid
balance(98). Death with positive fluid balance is
most likely due to fluid overload and circulatory
failure. It became clear that the WHO protocol laid
insufficient emphasis on the diagnosis and treatment
of dehydration and the dangers of its misdiagnosis
and mistreatment. New algorithms were introduced
and restrictions placed upon the use of oral
INDIAN PEDIATRICS
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Golden-Briend-Grellety or GBG mix was manufactured by
Nutriset whose trade name for the product is SP450.
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TABLE I EFFECT OF CHANGING FROM CORN-SOY-BLEND SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING TO GOLDEN-BRIEND-GRELLETY (GBG)
FORMULA PORRIDGE (100) ON THE OUTCOME OF MODERATELY MALNOURISHED CHILDREN IN CYANIKA, RWANDA
(NOV-DEC 1994)
Diet

All

Cured

Abandoned

Transferred

Death

n

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Corn-soy-blend

825

423

51

321

39

71

9

10

1.2

Corn-soy-blend then GBG mix

143

131

92

9

6

2

1

1

0.7

GBG mix

126

102

81

12

9

11

9

1

0.8

All

1094

656

60

342

31

84

8

12

1.1

The expansion of the programs for severe
malnutrition to moderate malnutrition with the
reversal of wasting and, more interestingly, stunting
has confirmed that wasting and stunting are not
primarily due to energy deficiency, the quantity of
food available, poor care practices or acute infection,
although each of these can contribute to malnutrition
in a proportion of children. The primary cause is type
II nutrient deficiency from very poor quality diets
with resulting loss of appetite, growth cessation and
failure of convalescence from infection with
reductive adaptations that change the ability of the
child to respond to environmental stress or resist
infections. Most of the children also have type I
nutrient deficiency; these nutrients affect specific
functions and biochemical pathways in the body so
as to compromise health and immunity without
necessarily giving rise to wasting, stunting or other
anthropometric abnormalities. Normal or obese
people can be deficient in type I nutrients as well as
the underweight; indeed, taking empty calories will
lead to obesity as occurred with the recovered
malnourished child on the old inadequate diets. The
obese can be severely undernourished.2 During
treatment the diets have to correct the probable type I
deficiencies as well as the type II deficiencies.

UNIMIX, a corn-soy blend. We also found that the
new diet did not achieve the expected results in
Somalia. Therefore we returned the samples to
France and tested them in volunteers and found that
the volunteers excreted excessive hydrogen after
ingesting the product made in Kenya. Even adult
volunteers were malabsorbing the food. We then
collected samples of supplementary feeding rations,
complementary and weaning foods from round the
world and analyzed them for anti-nutrients. All the
diets fed to young, moderately malnourished and
normal children had easily measureable levels of
phytic acid, anti-trypsin, anti-chymotrypsin, antiamalyase, phytohaemagluttinin, saponin and
lectins(99). Unfortunately, there are no standards set
by the Codex Alimenarious for anti-nutrients in
foods, including those for infants or the
malnourished. Clearly, the matrix, fiber and antinutrients have the potential to affect the
bioavailability of essential nutrients and the integrity
of the intestine, particularly when it is already
damaged from malnutrition.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of introduction of new products to treat
severe malnutrition based upon formulations that
return the child to physiological, immunological and
biochemical normality has resulted in a dramatic fall
in mortality and the ability to treat children rapidly.
With the introduction for safe derivative products
that can be used at home, there has been a massive
expansion of services for the severely malnourished
so that they can now be treated in large
numbers close to their homes, with minimal family
disruption.
INDIAN PEDIATRICS

The challenge now is to devise sustainable
mechanisms to provide the appropriate balance and
amounts of all the necessary nutrients, type II3 as
well as the type I nutrients, in a bio-available form to
2

It is wrong to think of obesity as over-nutrition. The obese
have clearly been in positive energy balance, but may be
deficient in many essential nutrients and so be
undernourished.
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allow the children to grow and develop optimally. Of
course, this is best achieved by growing the
appropriate mixtures of foods, selecting cultivars
with few anti-nutrients, applying traditional and
home technologies to increase the bioavailability of
nutrients from foods and probably central
fortification of milled cereals, sugar or other
common commodities with certain nutrients.
Nevertheless, it is clear that preventive measures
used in the past have all failed; that is the only reason
we need therapeutic feeding. With our new
understanding of the nature of malnutrition there is a
massive research agenda to allow all children and
their parents to become nutrient secure as well as
food secure with local produce alone. Until the
research has been conducted and meaningful and
successful ways of ensuring nutrient security for
families is achieved, we will need to rely on fortified
foods that have been such a success in the recent past
for all forms of malnutrition.
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